
June 25, 2006 

Background for Re-Uploading of this Document 
 

The draft was created on Feb 12th 2006, six months after the end of the camp. 
In November 2006 I tried to initiated, in good faith, talks with one of the most influential people in Camp – 
SL… in order to help out preparing for 2006 camp season. I know it is hard to believe… but I cared. As I 
thought, the way I exposed my experience (OnLine)… made a strong impact. In November (2005), I admitted it 
was inappropriate. I did feel it was not the right way… but in Feb. I was still hurt.  
SL, in his only email to me concluded: “I look forward to hearing from you”. 
We spoke on the phone… & SL said that before we go ahead with anything… I must talk this draft off the air. I 
removed it immediately, & notified SL. BUT, there was no one to talk on the other side. I emailed; Tried his 
cellphone… 
I was deceived. You did not act in good faith. 
 
It seems, once they got what they wanted… everything else can be disregarded. 
Of course nobody apologize for spreading all the lies about me, over the summer. 
Reading my short corresponding with SL, make me feel stupid. Cheating me twice?!?!?!?! 
The only some sort of comfort, is by putting this OnLine again. 
 
What bothers me, even more, is that they know I gave my best to Camp… & that I was one of their best men. I 
don’t need their acknowledgment… but to suck me out (& others), and throw away??? 

That is unacceptable!!! 
 

(BTW, I told SL our corresponding won’t be exposed. 
This is why I don’t put it all out) 

 
Here is the draft, after few modifications:  
 

 
Feb 2006  
 

http://www.angelfire.com/ny/oferiko/WeDoNotCare/wdnc.html 

 
Summery of unedited events, for a letter that will never be written 

Some items may appear more than once 
These are just notes of my 2005 Summer Experience 

 
IMPORTANT NOTICE: in the following, the word “you” could refer to several people, that occupy certain 
positions in the camp’s office, depends on the context and issue discussed. These people would be able to 
recognize themselves. 
 
Already at the beginning… I signed on the contract, after we spoke (& agree) about making couple of 
changed…; And, to my surprise, when I got the contract back, with your signature, I saw you switched one of 
the pages (included the changes), & attached a new pages (as if no changes where made). Can you explain that? 
 
In this year application form, you asked what is the least amount of salary one ask for. As an answer I sent you, 
Nov 2004, a details letter… laying briefly my camp salary history. Why to ask a question if eventually you make 
a decision disregarding my answer? In the beginning of March (4 months later) you tell me my salary will be 
more than 10% less of the amount I wrote as least. I don’t come to camp only for the money; For 8 years, I came 
to contribute my best; and enjoy a little, too. You wrote you did received my letter & also  



“I know you are reliable & dedicated”… & “I could get other people to do the same job for $1500, 
$1800 or $2,000. However I do want to help you out”. I can’t describe the insult I felt. Help me out? I hate when 
people claim to do a favor for me, & than claim some sort of ownership of me…; Are you looking for cheap 
labor, or Quality work? 
 
Traditionally, camp gave every year, to returned staff, a 200$ increase (to me you said (in other words): 
“Traditionally” is no more; That was with the previous administration). But, I heard from someone that if he will 
be back next year, you will give him 200$ increase. 
Base on the fact you gave juniors (first year in camp) 2000$ base salary… (without mentioning “reliable & 
dedicated”)… after 8 years their salary would be about 3600$. Paying me less than that (without consideration 
for the quality of work you received from me (without bonuses (you gave to at least 1 “Junior” this summer))) 
wouldn’t it be taken advantage??? 
 
You claimed, more than once, to me: “you get a 1000$ more than the other drivers” & “you don’t lift heavy 
stuff”. What “drivers”?? What “lifting”??? If you don’t know, You hired me to be an infirmary driver, NOT 
warehouse!!! So you can’t compare me with them. If you haven’t noticed, I did not cause any damages, as few 
“other drivers” did! 
 
In previous years, I got 75$ for driving campers to/from airports. You charge parents extra money for the 
service; Some parents even offered to pay extra. Why being so stingy?? Can’t you share??? You told me: “That 
was with previous Administration”. Were they more caring for their staff, than you??? How much did you 
charge parents, 125$ each way?? 
 
*All* your complaints toward me, stem out of a lack of knowledge, as for what my job title & responsibilities 
encompass. I *know* my job in Camp; (to remind you) I have been in camp for 8 years! 
 
Driving to/from the airports was not only driving (if you claim it was my job)… but I had to entertain the kids, 
watch over them, escort the underage to the gate, wait for them, & to schlep their equipments…; What the above 
description has to do with me, being an Infirmary driver? You did not hire me to be Babysitter &/or for Escort 
service! 
 
Right! My job title was also to do “special rides”. Before the summer, I asked you what you mean by saying 
“special rides”? Sadly, In retrospect, I am not surprised you didn’t answer… make no rules about what it 
meant… allowing yourself to demand me to do it all (without just compensations (as you gave to other people in 
camp for doing extra work)) saying: “it is your job”. 
Was it MY job??!?!?! 
 

Last year you agreed to compensate me for my unused days-off. An act that was Just right, base on the 
fact, I worked those days. The payment was relatively to the amount you paid me for any other work day 
(not more, חס ושלו�). This summer, I asked you for the same arrangements. WHY NOT?!?!? 

I don’t remember if you told the following to me, or I heard you have said it to somebody else: 
“You get paid, and you don’t work on Shabbat!”. Even now, it hard to believe you said such 
thing �; EXCUSE ME???!!!  

       
During the summer I drove more than 7200 miles. 
 
 “you get a 1000$ more than the other drivers” –  
  Don’t you feel/think that by saying that you insulted me?!?!? 

After 8 years of dedicated, creative, and sincere work… you give me 16$ per day (extra of what 
you give to a first-second year, non-experienced workers) – and ask me to shut-up without any 
complain??? 



Don’t you feel/think it is insulting? 16$ per days that very often I would miss meals. Do you Care 
at all, or do you still expect me to be your slave for 16$ per day??? Using my experience & 
knowledge to your benefit… 
Demanding me to drive without proper sleeping… risking me & the people in the car… (& than 
you laugh about it). How do you expect me to feel? 

 
I regret I did not put what my work hours should be (except emergencies). It often seemed to me you wish you 
could force me to work 24/7. 
 
How come, during the whole summer, I didn’t hear from you, not even once, 1 word of encouragement and 
support? Not once. In almost any occasion we met, you showed a suspicious look… and defamed me for things I 
did not do (lies you heard from others). 
You rejected my claims… & refused to confront me with the people who said that. 
 
I give my heart, time, energy, effort, knowledge, experience for camp, & you toss dirt in my face, without 
blinking. Yom Kippur is coming soon… I hope I will forgive you ‘til than… and You will take it all with God. 
 
In previous years, I did much more for camp activities. I love doing that. But this year, from the very beginning 
you projected unsupported encouragingless attitude toward me, that squeezed any good will to do anything. 
I hated this past summer, for not being as creative as previous years… Thank to YOU. 
 
According to the Cambridge Dictionary: “be responsible for sb/sth/doing sth to have control and 
authority over something or someone and the duty of taking care of it or them”. 

Responsible: having good judgment and the ability to act correctly and make decisions on your own 
Responsibility (Oxford Dictionary): 1 the state or fact of being responsible. 2 the opportunity or ability to act 
independently and take decisions without authorization. 3 a thing which one is required to do as part of a job, 
role, or legal obligation 
 
Unless all I have heard are lies, How it make sense, if not the fact you took advantage & used someone’s 
situation for your own benefit… you paid a first year warehouse driver 2000$ while you paid the same amount 
of money to a 4 years dedicated fishing guy. 2000 &… and when the guy ask for a day off (as every staff 
member is eligible), he is being told: “No! There is no one else to do this` only you”. AND, when he come and 
ask to be compensated for these 5 days he worked (forced to. He didn’t volunteer)… he is being told… on 
Shabbat you don’t work. This is your day off. Are YOU serious??? 
 
And this guy (much older that most specially)… 4 years he works for you… and you can’t arrange a lift for him 
& his luggage, at the end of camp (not talking about the 40$ charge)? What exactly is he suppose to do when the 
bus drop him in the 5 towns? Do you care about how he supposed to get home to Brooklyn? They don’t even 
owe a car… 
Or maybe, this is part of your “responsibility” policy – Not having one!!!? 
 
Candies seizing – I think the appropriate way to deal with the confiscated goods, is to either give to charity, or to 
burn it. Having a party, enjoying yourself with the seized items – is improper. It became, almost, an obsession of 
some people: waiting for the UPS truck… opening the “suspicious” packages…; I heard all the excuses, why 
you think its Alright. I disagree. It might be legal, but it is immoral un-educational act. 
 
It seems there was not even 1 person responsible for the water quality (oily, chloral smell, lack of water). Nor 
there was anyone to be responsible to broken vehicle that we were instructed to drive anyway. What if someone 
get hurt, injured, sick… “ha.. you better have insurance…”. 
 



There is a limit to how much you can fool people; You tell me “the vehicle is safe… it past inspection… there is 
no problem”… while the whole front axle make noise, as if something is either broken, or loose… and you 
expect me (& others) to drive it??? And than you claim against me: “he doesn’t want to drive it”… & laugh… 

To remind you… On January 2005 you wrote me: “We hope to get a reliable vehicle for you”. How 
would you define “reliable”??? 

On March 2nd 2005, you wrote again: “we are thinking of renting a car that only you would use”. 
Thanks for the good intensions… but I can’t drive with intensions. I needed an actual vehicle! 
 
Only at the end of the summer, you told me that the vehicle I drove many times did not have an inspection. 
 
You have vehicles missing mirrors & windows. Some of your drivers drive like maniacs, being hazardous to 
their surroundings…. But you still keep them around camp, because they can lift heavy weights???  
 
Benefit your American workers, & pushing aside the Israelis. You sometimes make it so obvious that it’s really 
painful. What am I suppose to think being witness to such discrimination, over and over again? 
 
When we negotiated about my position etc., you said you will assign a vehicle to be “mine” for my daily 
infirmary, “special rides”, & purchasing. But, you did not supply me with such vehicle. 
 
I wanted to have a phone line in my room. I asked if you could share 50$ installation fee (to help me). You said: 
“we are very tight this year. We don’t have money”. AND, in the same time sent me to by a 250$ small safe, 
that ended up seating in the warehouse, unused, for most of the summer. 50$ for me you didn’t have… but a 
motor scooter, that was not used, you had money. 50$ & a Vehicle you couldn’t allow yourself to provide… 
BUT, in the same time, you had money (unless you are telling me it was free) to rent from enterprise, an SUV – 
Dodge Durango, that parked most of the time next to your office. 
 
You have a fleet of vehicles. Most of them for passengers… but they are not maintained. 
If “responsibility” is not an ingredient here… who is liable for the negligence. Even the safety of your 
employees is a minor issue??? I guess common sense is not so common here. I wish I knew it before signing my 
contract… putting in it my daily working hours. Yes! Even on that we had disagreements… when you sent me 
to drive people without proper rest. Excuse me, But THIS IS against the law. And then, making jokes about 
it?!?!?!! Being a careful driver, it took me 5 hours to get from the city to camp (instead of 2 ½ - 3 hours), 
because I was SO tired I had to stop every few miles to refresh myself & rest a bit. 
 
Basically I was available for work 24 hours a day. I didn’t have working hours. Few times when I needed 
something from the warehouse (for camp purposes (חס ושלו� not for personal)), I was told: we are closed!!! 
 
You couldn’t care less when often I arrived minutes before Shabbat (real time (after it was already Shabbat in 
camp))… almost missing the Friday night meal… not talking about missing davening. 
 
A day before Israel day, instead of allowing me to participate in preparations for it, you had no other driver to 
send out for 7 hours drive, to buy a sewage pump??? 2-3 weeks before the end of the summer??? But 50$ you 
didn’t have?? 
 
You hired some people to work for you – illegally. Letting them deal with US immigration officers by 
themselves. They have been lucky not to be deported back to Israel, in shame. It used to be that people like 
them, went to an agency in Israel, which gave them a permit to work for the summer. But, who cares, right? 
Couldn’t you pay your “foreign” workers (non-Americans) cash? To ease the trouble of finding a bank to cash 
it, when most of them are not familiar with it?? Some foreigners did get cash. Why not making everyone 
happy? Whats the big deal?? 



You tell them its not a problem for them to drive certain vehicles, even though they tell you they do not have a 
proper driving license? 
 
It was seemed as if everything is Kosher. For everything you can find a “היתר”. 
 is for it to be temporary. Life are not ”היתר“ in English means: permission, permit. The nature of a ”היתר“
suppose to be one big “היתר”, to allow acting in a non-traditional ways. This is NOT Judaism. 
 
Eat meat & ride horses during the nine days? One just needs to be lucky to have the right Rabbi, to get all 
problems solved.  
Driving golf carts at night without lights, endangering pedestrians. And nobody care! 
 
Shopping madness: during the summer, but especially in the beginning of the summer, it was incredible to shop 
for camp, the same things I purchase in previous years. Thousands, or even tens of thousands of dollars, are 
spent every year for table saws & refrigerators, cribs & fishing/nature/overnight equipment. EVERY YEAR!!! 
Where all the stuff disappeared??? Who to blame? Why don’t you put an alarm & cameras around? It sounds 
like someone is interested for things to “go away”. 
Instead of spending money to nurture you staff… you waste it on stuff/objects. 
 
Is a fancy barbeque station is something worth spending money on?? When you don’t have money for fresh 
clean water for your campers??? 
 
I heard some people got more money than pre-agreed on, Base on additional work the person did. Its good to 
hear that here & there, you Did acknowledged some actions that benefited you, & you paid of it. I also did extras 
(even though it was seemed to me you made an effort to let me down & squeeze any good will to do something 
in camp).  
 
Even on occasions that I was involved closely (unless, as earlier mentioned, all I was told are lies), I did hear 1 
good word of encouragement from you, Or Chas VeShalom, a ThnkYou: Cleaning the dining room, passing an 
inspection, when there were no water. 
Doing few work orders instead of the warehouse: in the Girls Campus, Infirmary & Riki’s Bakery. For some 
mysterious reason, it seems you hold a grudge against me. 
 
I think camp should have an Honest Safety Supervisor, to inspect & monitor the vehicles, boats, regulations, 
laws, etc. Someone who will make sure things operates in orderly manner; and people who abuses camp’s 
equipment and services & show irresponsibility behavior (such as driving the motor boat endanger campers or 
staff (not even talking about being involve in actual causing injury)… should be dismissed from camp. Depend 
of course on there behavior history, & other factors. But to allow someone that was involve in a severe incident 
to stay in camp, showing BAD example to all, is ridiculous, silly, absurd, and outrageous. 
 
Suggestion: (it seems you know everything, & don’t need an advice)   
 
I am afraid to say (even though it’s true) that I gave my heart for camp, performing with such dedication & care. 
Why am I afraid??? Because, not only you disrespected everything I did for you… you are able to say ((in a 
disgraceful way) like somebody once did): nobody asked you to give your heart (or your נשמה). 
 
It is not about this incident or another. It’s about the total atmosphere that ruled in camp, this past year, of: 
irresponsibility, negligence, careless, immorally conduct, un-educational behavior (for example: what lesson we 
learned from the way you handled the drags? חילול שבת?)  
 
Bats attacks & Dead Fish 
 



‘have no more energy to write about the disrespectful way the ספרי תורה have been handled at the end of 
camp… being transfer back to YU… 
 
I sadly wonder where this camp is being driven too… And Hurt to be one of the victims on the road. 
 
I am a serious, dedicated, (usually) reliable, experience guy. If you want people like me among your staff, For 
the best interest of camp… Please Don’t act the way you did this summer. 
 
A Tip: it was obvious you were trying to save money. But you did it in an awkward way. Don’t look (only) of 
the short term savings - Look on the long run. Here is one example: after the season started, you planted some 
plants… sending me to by an expensive “Miracle Grow”. For God’s sake… You Had A YEAR. 
In Judaism there is a saying: "אי� סומכי� על הנס" . 
 
 ?is coming soon… there will be a lot of confessions to make, right יו� הכיפורי�
 
Being Orthodox (even Modern) requires from one to behave, Not only in shul &/or when studding Torah (or 
Gmara), But also in the way one conducts business. God is watching, "וכל מעשי� בספר נכתבי�" . 
 


